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ANNOTATION 

This article identifies priorities for the development of the educational process based on the use 

of digital technologies in the education system of the country, the analysis of their capabilities. 

It also offers suggestions on how to not only play an important role in education and how to 

implement it, but also through the study, systematization and generalization of existing 

practices in drawing scientifically sound conclusions about the introduction of digital 

technologies in education. 
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Today, digital technology is actively used in all areas of life.  The economy, banking, service 

sector, as well as the educational process are also contributing to the rapid development.  In 

the minds of all citizens living in the country, including pensioners from young children, they 

are forming the idea that all problems in society can be solved through digital technology.  In 

addition, the issue of robotics of manufacturing and management processes, such as in the 

banking sector, competition between robots and workers, is also being raised.  

Issues related to the unconditional benefits of the use of numbers and the  unspeakable benefits 

of introduced technologies and  the legal aspects of competition between employees of robots 

and organizations are increasingly being taken into account.  In that regard,  as our country's 

President, Shavkat Mirziyoyev, pointed out:  "To achieve development, we need and must 

acquire digital knowledge and modern information technology.  This gives us the opportunity 

to go down the shortest path of upswing. (Matthew 24:14; 28:19, 20) Today, information 

technology is deeply entering all sectors of the world. Of course, we know very well that shaping 

a digital economy requires the necessary infrastructure, a lot of resources and labour resources. 

[1:-B5].  

Digital technology is a modern form of farming. It serves as a major digital data set and 

processing process as the main factor in production and management. And the use of obtained 

results in practice allows for much greater efficiency than traditional forms of farming. For 

example, you can cite a variety of automatic manufacturing processes, 3D technology, cloud 

technology, remote medical services, product cultivation and delivery using intelligent 

technologies, storage and sale of a variety of goods. [2:-B43]. 
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The transition to digital technologists can be described as follows: 

• When it comes to the transition to digital technologies, we understand how to build a 

completely new type of society and economy, based on computers and knowledge; 

• Mobile social networks, cloud technology that implement data processing as key 

components of the transition to digital technology. sensor networks, the Internet of objects, and 

artificial intelligence technologies can be illustrated; 

• Together, the aforementioned technologies allow you to  create "smart" objects and 

processes (smart state, smart home. Smart city, health care, transportation and 

entrepreneurship). 

Digital technologies are reflected in the following systemic changes: 

Implementation of virtualization processes in education, production and management: 

• The internet of items and the emergence of distance learning: 

• blockchain technologies and a variety of processes referred to in it; 

• the marketing process and the possibility of doing business independently; 

• the emergence of a new banking and monetary system and the activities of banks; 

• implementation of the ICO (Initial Coin Offering) process, which allows you to attract 

large investments; 

• the emergence of new staff and new jobs; 

• the emergence of a new corporate culture; 

• implementation of new management and control methods; 

• the composition of large databases (big data); 

• implementation of artificial intelligence and intellectual management systems; 

• the emergence of cryptocurrencies as an independent monetary union; 

• the emergence of other huge opportunities. 

Nowadays, there is no general understanding of digital technology worldwide, but there are 

many definitions of it. For example, digital technologies are business activities that allow you 

to seriously improve the efficiency of storing, selling and delivering a variety of manufacturing, 

technologies, equipment, goods and services based on the use of process analysis results and 

large-scale data processing, and is considered the main manufacturing factor of digital data. As 

we have said before, digital technology is a technology that will be available under hybrid world 

conditions. This definition is also true and reflects the skill. But it does not explain the pending 

changes, and, respectively, its use in practice is somewhat complicated.  

The word "digitalization" is actually a new term that involves the involvement of IT solutions 

in the process of innovative management and operation, as a result of which the use of 

information technology in all systems, from Internet items to electronic government. 

The digital technology application industries are huge streams of information and have made 

the learning process available to anyone who has such a cage that everyone can find on the 

Internet. Digital medical technology actually saves a lot of human lives. Today's scientific 

research has enabled the implementation of high-tech devices in which the diagnosis, analysis 

and treatment of many diseases is carried out. In clinics, research provides a wide range of 

opportunities for the development of the newest drugs. Improving the methodological 

foundations of pharmacology and other fields reduces the mortality rate and improves the 

quality of life. Today, widespread virtual communication allows you to make a diagnosis of the 
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disease remotely in a short time. Production of prosthetics can be carried out on modern 3D 

printers, which also opens up great opportunities. (Matthew 24:14; 28:19, 20) Jehovah's 

Witnesses would be pleased to discuss these answers with you. Digital technology is capable of 

automating and optimizing almost all technological processes in the industry. The use of 

information technology in the management of various divisions of enterprises allows you to 

improve the organization of production. Producing more products in a short time, production 

companies can sell their products in almost all countries. Industrial enterprises have various 

levels of information and digital technology in the field of information management and 

transmission. However, digital technology has been proven to be the main focus of industrial 

production and enterprise development. Automation of production processes of any firm allows 

you to store financial records based on the actual data of specific statistics. The application of 

optimal management methods diversify manufacturing processes and allows for the 

development of reasonable solutions. Today, business building models are changing 

significantly. Each large company can significantly expand its business space by applying the 

capabilities of the global Internet. Almost immediate access to various geographical objects on 

the planet allows business affairs to be managed with maximum impact. Information systems 

have entered all walks of life. The development of digital technology opens up many 

opportunities. Advances in all sectors of science and industry continue at a very rapid pace, not 

surprising or surprising. Digital technology allows you to perform different tasks in as short a 

time as possible.  

Digital School is a specialized educational institution that uses digital equipment, software 

intelligently and efficiently in teaching and thus improves the competence of each student. 

Digital schools are not treated as typical and even new events, as information technology is 

actively used in schools. Schools focused on digital learning technologies are fundamentally 

different from technical and informational equipment, teacher readiness to work under new 

conditions, and level of education environment management. Methodically, the "digital school" 

is based on new educational standards, which adopt a multi-stage competent approach. Digital 

technologies today: 

- a means of effective delivery of information and knowledge to students; 

- a means of creating educational materials; 

- effective teaching method; 

- this is a means of creating a new educational environment: development and technological. 

Modern digital technologies: 

- Technology of joint experimental research by the teacher and the student. 

- "Virtual reality" technology. 

- "Panoramic images" technology. 

- "3D modellashtirish" texnologiyasi. 

- Technology of "educational robots". 

- ITI technology (using small information tools). 

- The content of multimedia education. 

- Interactive electron kontent. 

Educational standards direct us to reorganization of the learning process. This has to do with 

the experimental activities of teachers and students. Why? In fact, students need to master not 
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only specific practical skills, but also general teaching skills: to master the natural science 

knowledge method, you need to organize the learning process. The technology of joint research 

of teachers and students, of course, implements a problem-search approach to training and 

ensures the implementation of certain scientific knowledge: facts – model – result – 

experimental facts. 

Initially, the teacher organizes observations and puts on demonstration experiences, together 

with students, receives facts that draw conclusions about a particular event. Based on the facts 

obtained, teachers and students try to explain the observed events and identify patterns 

(hypotheses advanced), determine the results, identify the causes. After that, students and 

teachers will think about what test experiences can be put into, what their ideas and goals will 

be, and how to implement them. Students conduct their opinions in independent laboratory 

experience, the results (new facts) are comparable to theoretical forecasts and draw conclusions. 

This technology provides the following options: 

1) Introducing students to the process of knowledge; 

2) Armed with elements of general approach knowledge, this important further education and 

life; 

3) Provides students with participation in various educational activities and practical and 

mental, thereby providing a wide range of knowledge activities, their psychological 

development and independence. 

The main way to train robots is to organize educational conditions in which the student 

performs and solves his or her duties and the teacher accompanyes the student's activities. 

Using robots, classes make it possible to organize the learning process based on a system-

operating approach, which today requires new educational standards. 

As a summary, it can be said that today's audiences differ greatly from those of a decade ago, 

and classrooms are equipped with computers, smart files and other types of teaching 

technologies. As elsewhere in the world, seven-screen generations of digital generations - 

television, computers, tablets, tablets, fablets, smartphones and smart devices - are emerging 

in the country. As a result of having such a dense digital environment and constant interaction 

with it, the thinking and information processing processes of today's students are 

fundamentally different from previous thinking and information processes. By using innovative 

teaching technologies and didactic models based on modern information and communication 

technologies, it is necessary to adapt the education system to the digital generation.   
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